The acidity of protein fusion partners predominantly determines the efficacy to improve the solubility of the target proteins expressed in Escherichia coli.
Maximization of the soluble protein expression in Escherichia coli (E. coli) via the fusion expression strategy is usually preferred for academic, industrial and pharmaceutical purposes. In this study, a set of distinct protein fusion partners were comparatively evaluated to promote the soluble expression of two target proteins including the bovine enterokinase largely prone to aggregation and the green fluorescent protein with moderate native solubility. Within protein attributes that are putatively involved in protein solubility, the protein acidity was of particular concern. Our results explicitly indicated the protein fusion partners with a stronger acidity remarkably exhibited a higher capacity to enhance the solubility of the target proteins. Among them, msyB, an E. coli acidic protein that suppresses the mutants lacking function of protein export, was revealed as an excellent protein fusion partner with the distinguished features including high potential to enhance protein solubility, efficient expression, relatively small size and the origin of E. coli itself. In principle, our results confirmed the modified solubility model of Wilkinson-Harrison and especially deepened understanding its essence. Meanwhile, the roles of other parameters such as protein hydrophilicity in solubility enhancement were discussed, a guideline to design or search an optimum protein solubility enhancer was also proposed.